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All the news I see fit to print. 

Freedom of the press belongs to those who own one. 

The Biden Bunch have       
decided that gas stoves are 
dangerous and should be 

banished. Our thanks to the 
Babylon Bee for reminding 
the Biden Bunch of other 

dangerous items: 

Toasters: Their job is to turn 
something white into some-
thing brown, which is black-

face for bread and racist. 

Furnaces: that's like a gas 
stove for your entire house. 

Coffee Makers: Do you know 
how many third-world work-
ers were exploited to bring 

you that bag of coffee beans? 
We don't know either, but 

it's probably a lot. 

Blenders: These turn every-
thing into one homogenous 

slurry instead of retaining the 
individual identity of each 

ingredient. It's like they don't 
care about diversity at all! 

Washing Machines: Separate 
cycles for whites and colors? 

What year is it, 1619??? 

Waffle Irons: You know who 
else liked waffles?              
Hitler, that's who! 

Air Fryers: These aren't very 
problematic but they take up 
a lot of counter space and a 

real pain to clean. 

More squirrels have been 
scheduled to keep your 

attention focused. 

Current reality reminds me that as a kid, we had so many 

eggs and toilet paper we threw them at our friend’s house  

as a joke. We have better things to laugh about today. 

The (p)resident just said the government has F15’s that are 

more than a match for my gun. The pilot of that F15 was 

forced to get the jab and will probably die before he finds 

me. Yes, rich people with private jets are insisting that their 

pilots be un vaxxed. That is, if they can fly the plane... 

...because Secretary of Transportation Pete Buttigieg has 

now presided over a supply chain crisis, a railroad strike   

crisis, a holiday travel crisis, and a day when every plane in 

America was grounded. He does have an excuse...he was on 

maternity leave “breast feeding” his kid. 

Oh, and in case you missed this one...despite claiming to 

have retired at the end of last year, Dr. Anthony Fauci        

remains on staff in the Government Health bureaucracy at 

the NIH and maintains his status as the highest paid            

bureaucrat in the federal government. Fauci has also secured 

an indefinite taxpayer-funded security detail. By the way 

facts are emerging about his role in the Covid fiasco, he’s 

going to need some of those F15’s. 

Sex services are reportedly in high demand in Davos this 

week, with multiple publications reporting numerous         

prostitutes and escorts descending on the Swiss ski resort as 

it hosts the annual conference of the World Economic      

Forum. It would seem capitalism is not in any danger. John 

Kerry, however, says it’s too late for the world as climate 

change dooms us. I guess they’re living it up while they can? 

Klaus Schwab, the founder and head of the World Economic 

Forum, is said to have a “god complex”, and aims to run the 

organization until his death like a pope or monarch. 

Not to be outdone, Seminarians from Barcelona say they 

were scandalized when Pope Francis reportedly used the         

f-word and other expletives at a papal audience in Rome   

because they were too “conservative”. 

The January 2020, Golden 

Globes, hosted by Ricky     

Gervais, drew 18.4 million 

viewers.  

TV ratings for the January 

2023, Golden Globes:          

5.4 million. 

Go woke go broke. 

BTW: Golden Globes...isn’t 

that a bit misogynist? 

I tried, I really tried to find a 

movie on both HBO and 

Netflix (using “borrowed” 

access) but was at first     

disappointed and then a bit 

miffed that they had wasted 

the time I could have spent 

reading a good book. 

Meanwhile, The Critics 

Choice Awards (whatever 

that is) aired Sunday night 

without much fanfare. The 

broadcast of the 28th annual 

ceremony drew 900,000 

viewers, according to early 

Nielsen numbers. 

That’s a slight dip from last 

year when the ceremony 

had an audience of 1.1M. 

The audience for these     

Hollyweird self aggrandize-

ment shows is approaching 

the total population number 

of the Actor’s Guild. 

Will Smith may have had the 

right idea...start slapping 

these idiots until they wake 

up from woke. 



Until next week… 
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      Please feel free to pass it on.  

Sometimes people                  
come into your life.                    

They have to stop doing that. 
 

If Social Security is a joke,        
you probably won’t get it. 

 
The problem with wearing           
hearing aids is that people       

think you want to hear                    
what they have to say. 

 
We don’t get smarter 

as we get older. 
We just run out of 

stupid things to do. 
 

If carrots are so good  
for the eyes, how come I see      

so many dead rabbits                  
on the highway? 

 
Gone With The Wind              
opened two months                   

before I was born and                   
is still delighting audiences.              

So am I. 
 

How to find out if you’re old: 
Fall down. 

If they laugh, you’re OK. 
If they run to help, you’re old. 

 
Why does everyone think  

elders are wise?  
Stupid people get old too. 

 
The world is not full of assholes, 
but they are strategically placed 

so you’ll run across one daily. 
That’s.   Every.    Day. 

 
Some of the best moments in life 

are the ones  
you can’t tell anyone about. 

 
Good judgement 

comes from experience. 
Experience comes 

from bad judgement. 
 

Life is soup. 
I am a fork. 

That last quote may reveal this chart as sarcasm.             
But are you sure?  

Bureaucrats lie to keep their jobs. 
Politicians lie to get reelected. 

Doctors lie to get kickbacks from Big Pharma. 
Hospitals lie to get government grants. 

 
“Journalists” are clueless so they report all of these lies as 

the latest news and inflate the danger to get larger      
audiences and more money from advertisers. 

 
There are two major industries focused on your body.  

One is the medical industry that wants to keep you alive. 
The other is the death industry that gets involved if the 

medical industry fails. Insurance companies pay your    
relatives if you die. Your family pays funeral companies    

if you die. 
 

 Group life insurance generally covers people 18 to           
64-years-old. They are reporting a 40% increase in claims 

since the jabs started. Was it Covid or the jab? 
 

Let’s ask the embalmers who are reporting strange clots 
found in the bodies of deceased people who had died for 
different reasons but had all received COVID-19 vaccines.  

 
Maybe Dr. Fauci can shine some light on all this? 

What’s In Your Wallet? 

Or purse...to be inclusive and 

non-misogynist. Seems I use 

my computer to pay bills 

which also show up on my 

computer. I do insist on paper 

bills through snail mail from 

some companies. They offer 

discounts if you pay with your 

computer. They also send me 

texts that the bill is available if 

I log onto their website. My 

main credit card is with a 

company I’ve used since 1962. 

I have savings accounts with 

two separate banks and a   

couple of ATM debit cards for 

those accounts. Any bill I pay 

with the credit card includes a 

cost of 3-5% charged by the 

credit card company to the 

company I pay. It’s rare for me 

to actually write a check but I 

do when a favorite company, 

like the mechanic who keeps 

my car running, gets one to 

avoid the charge they pay if     

I use my credit card. I do keep 

some $20 bills in my wallet for 

tips to people like the Amazon 

driver who obviously had   

never received a tip. I told him 

he’s the only reason Amazon 

is successful. I think I made his 

day. Where am I going with 

this? There’s some real       

concern about Project Cedar. 

Do a search about this plot to 

destroy the US Dollar. If you 

dig into the details, you’ll find 

we’re already there. Wells 

Fargo just shut down a         

legitimate gun dealer. 


